Abstract
Introduction
Information on job vacancies tells us several very impottant features about the demand for labour. First. it tells us that there are employers willing to commit resources to advertising. interviewing. mentoring and paying an ongo ing income to potential employees. In shot1, it tells us that there is work to be done. Secondly. vacancy data provide information about a major real outcome. namely. job openings for people to produce goods and sen ices.
Third!). ,·acancy data are often a\'ailable prompt!) and month!). B) comparison. data from New Zealand's Household Labour Force SLmey (HLFS) are onl) a'ailable quru1erl) and around six weeks after the end of each quru1er. As a consequence. a Yacancy series is potentially a \aluable sho11-run leading macroeconomic indicator. In addition, if indi' idual job openings are a\·ailable. a ,·acancy series is. potentially. a \aluable longrun microeconomic indicator of emplo)ment prospects.
Fourthly, job vacancy data may gi\'e us some indication. in conjuncti on with unemplo)ment data. of the state of excess demand. or tightness. in the laboW' mru·ket. This can be shown more formally. Assume that all workers and all jobs are homogenous. Let the demand for labour (Le/) be expressed as the sum of those who are employed (£)plus \acancies ( 1). that is. Ld = £-r· ( I ) Similar!). let the suppl) of labour (Ls) be expressed as the swn of those "ho are employed (£) plus those who are unemployed ( L'). that is. The next section of this paper provides a brief outl ine of New Zealand' s job vacancy data with particular reference to the ANZ Bank and Deparonent of Labour series. This is followed by selected intemational experience, measw·ement options, the Departtnent of Labour's Job Vacancy Monitoring (JVM) programme and the possible scope of a vacancy mon itoring report. Th e fin al sections cover an indication of further work and our con clusions. ; 135 A post (newly created. unoccupied or about to become vacant) which an employer (a) is taking active steps to ftnd a suitable candidate from outside the enterprise concerned and (b) intends to fill either immediately or in the near futLU'e.
Ls = E

New Zealand Job Vacancy Series
Job Vacancy Monitoring Programme
They define the job vacancy rate as:
The ratio of the number of job vacancies to the sum of the number of occupied positions and job vacancies. While there is broad agreement on the definition of a \'acancy, measw·ement options differ significantly. These options include having no direct vacancy series at aJI, using jobcenn·e vacancy data, newspapers, the intemet, some mix of newspaper and internet ads or a SLU'veybased vacancy series.
The ·no \'acancy series' option would imply, among other things. that there is no cost-effective, value-added information to be gained from the timely release of direct vacancy data for either operational or research purposes. This conclusion may be con·ect. It would, however, be some\\ hat against the trend in the OECD and EW'opean Communities towards either commencing or enhancing the publication of vacancy series. Presumably this trend is occmring for the reasons listed in OW' introduction.
It should be noted. however, that indirect, or proxy, 'acanc) data are available in New Zealand. The NZIER's Quarter~}' Sun)ey of Business Opinion, for example, includes qualitative questions on the difficulty of finding skilled and unskilled labour. numbers employed and the extent to which labour is a constraint on activity. The sune) results for these questions for the September quru1er of2008 are shown in Table I .
The net balance on the difficulty of finding skilled laboW', for example. is -5 percent (calculated from the formula [(easier-harder)/( I 00-NA))%. where NA means no answer or not applicable). The June quarter outcome (not shown) was -18 percent. This quarterly change implies that it has become easier, or 'less hard', to find labour. One could also say that it implies there were fewer skilled vacancies in the A similar interpretation applies to the other responses in Table 1 , namely, that movements in employment and the labour constraint could be interpreted as being matched qualitatively by movements in vacancies. The data in Table 1 can be further disaggregated by region, by sector (manufacturers, builders, merchants and services) and by principal activity. Another series that could, potentially, be used as a proxy for vacancies uses the gross flows data from the Household Labour Force Survey (I-n.,FS). Recall that all persons are either employed (E), unemployed ( U) or not in the labour force (N) . As the gross flows data matches respondents in adjacent quarterly surveys, it is possible to obtain a sense of vacancy movements from the dynamics of the flows and flow rates into and out of E. U and N. In Figure 4, The 'newspaper only' option, as the Department of Labour and other organisations and countries have found, is, with some qualifications, probably no longer a reliable indicator of labour market conditions due to the advent and rapid growth of intemet advertising.
A DOL study, however, found that newspaper advertisements still dominate in some regions. First, as illustrated in Figure 5 , newspapers dominated in Canterbury and in most of the smaller rural areas of New Zealand. Secondly, while intemet advertising held the largest proportion of advertisements in management and professional occupations, newspaper advertising recorded the biggest occupational proportions in the trades and elementary jobs. Thirdly, the study also found that community newspapers did not hold a proportion of any particular occupation or region and, as a result, they should not be added to the existing newspaper coverage which uses the main daily papers. \ intensive manual coding would have to be used on a large proportion of vacancy data. On the other hand, regional coding has a very high level of accuracy as employers almost always provide this information.
The identification and removal of intemet job ads duplicates is a further major issue. This is a more difficult task with intemet ads compared to newspaper ads where manual processes can be used on the small volume of data. At the moment, duplicates can be detected within an intemet job board, but not across job boards. Duplicates can also be recognised based on the job title, description and location field given by data providers. Often, however, advertisements are altered by recruitment companies or by employers themselves between or even within job boards. As a result, the number of advertisements increases with possibly an altered distribution across occupations and regions. This outcome could occw· especially when the labour market is tight and employers are making a greater effort to recruit.
The intemal review was supported by a two-part consultation process. The first pru1 involved consultation with fow· vacancy researchers. The following questions The re' iew resulted in several obsen·ations and issues to be resoh·ed. First. counting internet ad,·et1isements every day (rather than one day a month with newspaper ads) would enable both changes in vacancies and total vacancy counts to be considered. Secondly. counn·ies elsewhere were in the process of establishing online \'acancy series. Thirdly. intemet job ad' ertising was expected to stabi I ise once the impact of ·ne\\ users· became less significant.
Disaggregation and duplicate remoYal were identified as major issues. Consider, first. disaggregation and data processing. The present 5-digit occupational level was established to meet requests by interested parties for detailed information on the labour mru·ket. Should the data continue to be separated b) region. occupation and ski ll level?
Attempting to code the 'olwne of advenising at an occupational digit level presents a challenge \\ith intemet data. In July 2008, the Deprutment attempted to create an auto-coder of job advenisements to a 4-digit ANZSCO (Ausn·alia and New Zealand Standard Classification of Occupations) code. The auto-coder used key words from the title and job description and matched them to the ANZSCO code using its job description and task list. Despite a thorough effort. the auto-coder only assigned the same ANZSCO code as a manual coder for 50 percent of job ads. To increase this level of accuracy, resow-ce-
What does an advertised job vacancy series tell us about the labow-market?
Is the frequency of data (monthly, quarterly, halfyearly) important?
Is it appropriate to combine newspaper and intemet vacancies and, if so, how?
How should vacancy data be presented?
The consultation process resulted in several findings. First. there was qualified support for a monthly job vacancy series. Secondly, interpreting changes in vacancy measw·es was a major issue for all researchers. Some members of the group, for example, regarded the vacancy rate as a tightness indicator while others were less convinced. Thirdly, opinion was divided on whether to combine newspaper and intemet vacancies. Fourthly, some members favoured publication of the data alone while others favoured data and a commentary linked to ,·acancy-related variables.
The second group involved in the consultation process included vacancy users ranging from government officials and regional analysts to private sector advisers. The follo\\~ng questions were posed to this group:
• What does an advertised job vacancy series tell us about the labow-market?
• Is it important that skill, regional and occupationlevel data ru·e provided?
• How are vacancy data used in your information· shru·ing and decision-making?
While the response rate was relatively low, several views emerged. First. there was a preference for raw data as an indicator of labour market vacancies rather than an index.
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At the same time, the Department conducted negotiations \Vith three major job boards: SEEK, TradeMe and Herald Jobs. The purpose of this negotiation was simply to establish if job advertisement data could be received by the Department on a monthly basis. The negotiations were very successful, however it was only possible to collect a limited number of fields, making it more difficult to:
• Remove duplicates and
• Recognise and categorise job advertisements to occupational codes.
Overall, the Department's internal review and extemal consultations revealed that vacancy data were useful to a wide range of interested pruties, there were different interpretations of the data and different data requirements. The results of the review and consultation will form patt of the Department's decision on whether to publish a job vacancy senes.
Job Vacancy Repotiing
The availability of vacancy data provides an opportunity for additional labour market information. Ideally, job vacancy data should be collected consistently with household labour force data. If this occurred, then comparative results and charts could be included in (official) media releases as illustrated in Table 2 (where the dots represent unavailable, consistent data). • The tmemployment rate increased to 3.9 percent.
• The labour patticipation rate increased to 68.6 percent.
• Actual hours worked per week increased 2.3 percent.
• Vacancies increased by ...
• The vacancy rate increased to ... percent. In addition to the vacancy levels and rates in Table 2 , regional and occupational results could also be included. Futthermore, there might be a case, possibly in Department of Labour releases, to report vacancy data alongside such series as the NZTER's Quarterly Survey of Business Opinion (QSBO) and the HLFS Gross Flows data. As already noted, QSBO includes questions on the difficulty of finding skilled and unskilled labour, employment experience and intentions and the extent to which the availability of labour is a constraint on a fitm 's ability to increase production. The flows data includes information on labour market dynamics involving persons employed, unemployed and not in the labour force.
In the UK, data is released monthly as an official national statistic. Table 3 shows the year-on-year changes in UK vacancies and, by implication, the valuable information content of a promptly-available statistic. Fourthly, will internet advertising continue to be the dominant form of advertising job vacancies? Video advertising, for example, and social network adve1tising (such as Facebook) may become more dominant online.
Conclusions
We began this paper by listing five useful features of a job vacancy series. Building a vacru1cy series, however, poses major challenges including measurement choices, duplicate removal, level of disaggregation, consistency with employment and unemployment data and cost. Ultimately, the usefulness of a job vacancy series depends on whether it is a source of timely, cost-effective and accurate information on labour market openings. Recent American and British evidence suggests that the construction of a vacancy series fi:om either duplicate-free internet or survey-based advertising meets these tests.
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Job vacancies mean that people are needed as opposed to unemployment meaning that people might not be needed. We usually hear rather more about unemployment than vacancies. This information imbalance creates potentially misleading signals for employers and employees. This paper has examined the history of job vacancy data in New Zealand and the process that has been taken by the Department in the attempt to include online vacancies. The paper has also outlined the issues and challenges that have occurred in this process and what questions are left unanswered in a New Zealand job vacancy series. A decision on the fhture of the job vacancy series will be made by the Department of Labour at the beginning of 2009.
